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We leave you with all the highlights from the Super Four match between India and Bangladesh. Thank you for
joining us on the live action. The hitman shines again as India canter to a 7 wicket win! Dinesh Karthik scores
the winning runs, takes a single, towards leg-side to help India clinch a clinical victory by seven wickets over
Bangladesh. MS Dhoni tries to finish off the chase with a six, instead finds Mohammad Mithun at square
point. Dhoni departs for 33, India lose their third wicket for runs. Dinesh Karthik is the new batsman in. Three
singles from the over by Mashrafe Mortaza. India need 10 runs to win with 10 wickets in hand. Brilliant
timing from MS Dhoni, beautiful roll of wrist to hit the delivery from Mashrafe Mortaza all the way to the
boundary towards deep cover. India need 45 runs from balls to win. Rohit Sharma just clears the mid-on from
the half-tracker by Shakib Al Hasan for a maximum. Ambati Rayudu takes an edge of the full length delivery
by Rubel Hossain. Review taken by Bangladesh third umpire signals it out. Rayudu departs for MS Dhoni is
the new batsman in. Half-century for Rohit Sharma and what a way to bring it! Smashes Shakib Al Hasan over
long on for a maximum. This time through the on side, Rohit Sharma gets two boundaries in the over by
Mehidy Hasan. Rohit Sharma hits the leg break from Mehidy Hasan to pick up four runs on the mid-wicket.
Rohit Sharma smashes the delivery from Shakib Al Hasan over deep mid-wicket for a maximum. Seven runs
from that over. Ambati Rayudu sweeps the tossed up delivery from Mehidy Hasan towards backward square
leg for four runs, Nazmul Hossain did well in the beginning to grab a hold of the ball but then loses control to
let it touch the rope. Shakib Al Hasan traps Shikhar Dhawan in front of the stumps while he tries to sweep the
ball across the line. Dhawan asks Rohit Sharma if they should go for a review, Rohit says no as Dhawan heads
towards the dressing room. Ambati Rayudu is the new batsman in. Tidy over from Mehidy Hasan, one from it.
Shikhar Dhawan has been the aggressor in the opening stand, four boundaries and a six for Shikhar. Shikhar
Dhawan opens the face of the bat, drives the delivery outside off from Mustafizur Rahman through the covers
to the fence. Shikhar Dhawan nudges the ball drifting down the leg side from Mustafizur Rahman, towards
third man to pick up four runs. Straight drive from Rohit Sharma, down the ground, from the pitched up
delivery by Mustafizur Rahman. Mehidy Hasan to continue from the other end. Shikhar Dhawan quickly
transfers his weight on the backfoot to hit a pull shot over mid-wicket from the short-pitched delivery by
Mustafizur Rahman. Back to back boundaries from the willow of Shikhar Dhawan, he smashes the length
delivery from Mashrafe Mortaza all the way to the boundary again! Good over for India, eight runs from it.
Three runs from the first over by Mehidy Hasan. India 7 for no loss after 2 overs. Spin from the other end for
Bangladesh. Mehidy Hasan to bowl the second over. Rohit Sharma plays a cover drive from the length
delivery by Mashrafe Mortaza to take India off the mark in their run chase against Bangladesh. India opener
Rohit Sharma takes guard in front of the stumps. Shikhar Dhawan is on the non-strikers end. Mashrafe
Mortaza will open the bowling for Bangladesh. India need runs to win at a required run rate of 3. Mehidy
Hasan tries to hit over the full-length delivery from Jasprit Bumrah over the mid-wicket fielder, hands an easy
catch to Shikhar Dhawan. Mashrafe Mortaza tries to scoop the length delivery from Bhuvneshwar Kumar over
the top of the infield, finds Jasprit Bumrah there. Mortaza departs for Mustafizur Rahman is the new batsman
in. Mashrafe Mortaza hits Bhuvneshwar Kumar for maximum in his first two deliveries. Much-needed
slogging from the Bangladesh skipper in the death over. The eighth wicket stand between Mashrafe Mortaza
and Mehidy Hasan is now of 50 runs. Tight over from Bhuvneshwar Kumar, just a single from it. Yuzvendra
Chahal to bowl from the other end. Just a single from the over by Kuldeep Yadav. Mehidy Hasan nudges the
short-pitched delivery from Jasprit Bumrah, just over the slip fielder to the boundary. Mehidy Hasan hits the
pitched up delivery from Jasprit Bumrah towards backward square leg to pick up four runs. No protection in
the deep. Three runs from the over by Bhuvneshwar Kumar. Jasprit Bumrah will replace Ravindra Jadeja in
the bowling. Mosaddek Hossain gets an edge of a flighted delivery from Ravindra Jadeja, which he tried to
sweep, across the line. Bangladesh lose their seventh wicket for runs in in Bhuvneshwar Kumar traps
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Mahmudullah in front of the stumps, the ball came back in for the right-hander. Bangladesh lose their sixth
wicket for runs in Mashrafe Mortaza is the new batsman in. Change of bowling, Bhuvneshwar Kumar has
been brought back into the attack. Reverse sweep from Mahmudullah, he hits the flighted delivery from
Kuldeep Yadav towards third man to the fence. Good over from Bangladesh, 9 runs from it. Three runs from
the over by Jasprit Bumrah. In the meantime, Rohit Sharma has walked out of the field. The reason is still
unknown. Jasprit Bumrah to continue bowling from the other end. Tidy over from Kuldeep Yadav, just three
runs from it. Single from the over by Jasprit Bumrah. Kuldeep Yadav to continue in his spell from the other
end. Bowling change for India! Jasprit Bumrah has been brought back to the attack. Rohit Sharma trying to
pile up pressure again, he has brought the deep square leg up, deployed six men inside the circle. The spinners
are doing a fine job for India. Three runs from the last over by Kuldeep Yadav. Another tight over from India,
just two runs conceded by Yuzvendra Chahal. Both Mahmudullah and Mosaddek Hossain are watching the
ball closely, not throwing their bat at it. Difficult caught and bowled chance for Yuzvendra Chahal, he makes a
diving effort towards his right, comes off a flighted delivery which Mosaddek Hossain tried to hit straight
down the ground. Last 32 balls, 10 runs, 0 wickets. Rohit Sharma has deployed a slip and a gully for
Yuzvendra Chahal, bowling the 23rd over. Piling the pressure on Bangladesh. Short-pitched delivery from
Yuzvendra Chahal, Mahmudullah smashes it towards deep mid-wicket for four runs. Yuzvendra Chahal to
continue from the other end. Mushfiqur Rahim played a reverse sweep to the full length delivery from
Ravindra Jadeja, finds Chahal inside the cirlce. Bangladesh lose their fifth wicket for 65 runs. Third umpire
has given it not out. There was something behind the line from Mushfiqur. Straight delivery from Ravindra
Jadeja traps Mohammad Mithun in front of the pads. Review taken by Bangladesh. Original decision given
out. Ball tracker shows the ball pitched in-line, impact in-line, clipping the stumps. Bangladesh lose their
review. Mithun departs for 9. Mahmudullah is the new batsman in. Tidy over from Kuldeep Yadav, only three
runs from it.
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General standards[ edit ] Applies to V. It has been withdrawn since. It has been superseded three times. The
current version was approved in November It has been superseded twice. Interfaces and voiceband modems[
edit ] Applies to V. It can interwork with V. It is a variant of the original Bell modulation format. It is a variant
of the Bell A modulation format. Other additional defined data transfer rates are The standard was extended
by several modem manufacturers to allow bidirectional data transfer rates of Modems implementing this
standard were often marketed under the moniker V. It was later superseded by V. Ad hoc standards[ edit ] In
order to gain first-mover advantage , many modem companies introduced models based on upcoming V-series
standards before they reached final ratification. In other cases, companies introduced non-standard systems but
gave them ITU-like names. It was based on V. FC, short for V. Fast Class or V. FC was not compatible with
V. FC, notably those using Rockwell chip sets. Wideband modems[ edit ] Applies to V. The physical and
electrical characteristics of this interface are now specified in ITU-T recommendation V. Error control and
data compression[ edit ] Applies to V. Its function is to allow the receiver to immediately request
re-transmission of any lost data packets. However, it does not guarantee how quickly the error-free data will
be delivered to the receiving end. For instance, a In reality, the overall data rate rarely exceeds 3: It is
generally compatibilized with H. It replaced two vendor standards K56flex and X2 and was designed to allow
modems from both prior standards to be flash upgraded to support it. It was developed between March and
February It is also known as V. Last as it was anticipated to be the last standard for modems operating near
the channel capacity of POTS lines to be developed. A follow-on standard, V. It is intended to succeed the V.
Interworking with other networks[ edit ] Applies to V. Interface layer specifications for data communication[
edit ] Applies to V.
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Beautiful recitation of Quran by Sheikh Mahmoud Al Hussary.
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Ø§Ù„Ø±ØÙ…Ù† - Duration: à¦•à§‹à¦°à¦†à¦¨ à¦¤à§‡à¦²à¦¾à¦“à¦¯à¦¼à¦¾à¦¤ Quran.

5: Al Quran Recitation by Qari Sadaqat Ali - www.enganchecubano.com
Platform and all-round, (Werner's readings and recitations) [Stanley Schell] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers.

6: List of ITU-T V-series recommendations - Wikipedia
Is it a foreign [recitation] and an Arab [messenger]?" Say, "It is, for those who believe, a guidance and cure." And those
who do not believe - in their ears is deafness, and it is upon them blindness.

7: Quran with Translations - Read, Listen, Search
Various www.enganchecubano.comt varies www.enganchecubano.com 1. English classics () / S.S. Rice -- no. 2.
All-round selections (c) / E.S. Werner -- no. 3. Original character.
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